Connecticut Coalition For Peace and Justice (CCPJ) presents:

A Movie Night, showing

Testament

The most violent war film ever -- and it takes place on a suburban California street, inside a single house. For audiences reared on 'Dr. Strangelove's' acerbic satire and 'On the Beach's' detached cynicism, Lynne Littman's quiet, devastating look at one American neighborhood's reaction to post-nuclear fallout is an emotional wake-up call.

Monday, October 13th at 7:30 PM
Friends (Quaker) Meeting House
144 South Quaker Lane
West Hartford, CT

Director Lynne Littman has created an effective, understated portrayal of the cost of a nuclear war in human terms, in a film as far removed from the fake hyperbole of action and disaster movies as the natural world is from cartoons. Set in the small California town of Hamlin, the Wetherly family and their everyday concerns open the story. The trivia that fills their secure, ordinary existence disappears when a TV show is interrupted with the announcement that nuclear bombs have exploded in the major cities on the East Coast, and then the entire scene is erased in an increasingly white, blank movie screen -- meant to show that nuclear blasts have been detonated in California as well. Over 1000 people die in the first month from radiation sickness, but the mother in the Wetherly family (Jane Alexander) displays great inner strength as she cares for orphaned children the family has taken under its wing and goes on sustaining those that remain in her own family. At one point, she quietly conveys to her daughter the happiness of intimacy between two adults, knowing her daughter will not live to experience adult love. As these individuals and the children cope with day-to-day existence, there is never any intrusion of overt horrors, the focus remains on the individuals and the way in which they adjust to the inevitable. ~ Eleanor Mannikka, All Movie Guide

All Donations at the door will go toward an anti-Nuclear Weapons Advertisement being planned by The No Nukes – No War committee http://www.nonukes-nowar.org/

For More information: http://www.hopeoutloud.org/